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IMONED
Improvement of the knowledge, skills and
competence of the teachers in on-line
and distance education

IMONED

The IMONED project addresses the urgent needs of teachers. However, there are many different e-learning courses for
different target groups. Those that are free, are of very low quality and others are paid for, so it is not a good product for
teachers. Our product will provide comprehensive knowledge on the preparation, development and implementation of
effective distance learning. Furthermore, the project will provide knowledge of the methodological and pedagogical
approach to this type of learning, and will provide training in the relevant soft skills needed for this purpose. The IMONED
project will closely complement other projects implemented by the partners, as each organisation develops and
implements several e-learning projects and selfeducation. In the current situation in Europe and the world, there is a
profound lack of knowledge about the subject teachers in the field of distance learning. This is why our project will
significantly complement other projects, as it will also increase the absorption of knowledge other projects.

RECENT EVENTS
IMONED project has started! On 17-18 of December 2020 the first meeting of our
project took place. Meeting took place on-line with participation of representants of
all partners of the project from Spain, Poland, Lithuania and Turkey.
Kick off meeting was devoted for presentation of the project's aims and objectives
as well as for development the work plan for entire project. The most important
issues were set for the first 6 months of the project implementation. According
to the application partnership will work on the first IO for 6 months and discuss
next IO during the next meeting in Tureky at the begining of June 2021.

Shortly about project:
The IMONED undertaking will
accomplish its objectives by
creating 2 fundamental
outcomes (scholarly outcomes):
IO1 - New and innovative
curriculum of the distance
learning and training
methodology.
IO2 - Technological abilities and
devices for sorting out
separation learning and tools for
creating content for separation
learning.
Notwithstanding these OI, the
venture will likewise sort out a
pilot meeting to recognize
potential upgrades, just as a last
spread workshop, which will be
devoted to expanding
information, yet in addition
showing educators how to
utilize
our
items
compelling use.

for

What next?

Comming
events

After elaboration of the Intellectual output 1, we will begin
work on the second part of the project products which is
training content. It will focus on development of the high

07/06- 08/06/2021
2 ND CONSORTIUM MEETING

quality training content for IMONED target group. This
work will be realized another 6 months and will contain
development of the content and complex testing by the

Partners agreed to meet next time

beneficiaries of our project.

in Turkey and discuss next of the
intellectual output development.
During this meeting partners will
share also their opinion about first
period of the project lifetime.
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FOLLOW US:
https://www.imoned.eu/
https://www.facebook.com/permalink.php?
story_fbid=101553141827570&id=101549855161232
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